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Evolution ?



Vision

Two stages in vision

• physical reception of stimulus

• processing and interpretation of stimulus



The Eye - physical reception ... 
interpretation

• Mechanism for receiving light and 
transforming it into electrical energy

• Light reflects from objects

• Brightness
– subjective reaction to levels 

of light

• Retina contains rods for low light 
vision and cones for colour vision

• Ganglion cells (brain!) detect pattern 
and movement



Hearing

• Provides information about environment:
distances, directions, objects etc.

• Physical apparatus:
– outer ear protects inner and amplifies sound– outer ear protects inner and amplifies sound
– middle ear  transmits sound waves as vibrations to inner ear
– inner ear chemical transmitters are released and cause impulses in 

auditory nerve

• Sound
– pitch – sound frequency
– loudness – amplitude
– timbre – type or quality



Hearing (cont)

• Humans can hear frequencies from 20Hz to 15kHz
– less accurate distinguishing high frequencies than low.

• Auditory system filters sounds (Broadbent's filter • Auditory system filters sounds (Broadbent's filter 
theory [1])
– can attend to sounds over background noise. 
– for example, the cocktail party phenomenon.

• ability to focus one's listening attention on a single 
talker among a mixture of conversations and 
background noises 



Haptics (Touch)

• Provides important feedback about environment.

• Is key sense for someone who is visually impaired.

• Somatosensory System - the ability to sense touch

• Stimulus received via receptors in the skin (2500/cm2):
– Thermoreceptors – heat and cold
– Nociceptors – pain– Nociceptors – pain
– Mechanoreceptors – pressure
– Proprioceptors – sense the position of different parts of the body

(some instant, some continuous)

• Some areas more sensitive than others e.g. fingers.

• Kinethesis - awareness of body position 
– affects comfort and performance.



Haptics (cont.)
• P channel, as measured in threshold experiments typically operates 

over the vibratory frequency range of 40-800 Hz - Bolanowski

P-channel

(!) 1000 Hz

Bolanowski, S.J; Gescheider, G.A.; Verrillo, R.T.; and Checkosky, C.M. ‘‘Four Channels Mediate the Mechanical Aspects of 
Touch.’’ Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 84 (1988): 1680–1694.



Response to stimuli

• Time taken to respond to stimulus:

reaction time + movement time

• Movement time dependent on age, fitness etc.

• Reaction time - dependent on stimulus type:
– visual ~ 200ms
– auditory ~ 150 ms
– pain ~ 700ms

• Increasing reaction time decreases accuracy in the 
unskilled operator but not in the skilled operator.



MultiModal Environments



Milgram’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum
Mixed Reality

Complete
Real

Augmented
Reality (AR)

Augmented
Virtuality (AV)

Complete Virtual
(VR)

Reality - Virtuality (RV) Continuum

Real Reality (AR) Virtuality (AV) (VR)

Adapted from Milgram, Takemura, Utsumi, Kishino. 

MR LabHITL



VR vs. AR
• Virtual Reality: Replaces Reality

– Immersive Displays 

• Augmented Reality: Enhances Reality
– See-through Displays– See-through Displays

• Augmented Reality Characteristics
– Combines Real and Virtual Images
– Interactive, real-time computation… 30fps or more
– Virtual Objects are registered in 2D/3D



Virtual Reality and 3D 
Interaction

Output : seeing 3D (helmets and caves)
Input : positioning in 3D space, grasping



Mini-Workbench

The ImmersaDesk

CAVE 3-D large volume display (Fakespace Co.)





Positioning in 3D space
• The 3D mouse

– six-degrees of movement: x, y, z + roll, 
pitch, yaw 

• Data glove
– fibre optics used to detect finger position– fibre optics used to detect finger position

• VR helmets
– detect head motion and possibly eye 

gaze

• Whole body motion tracking
– accelerometers strapped to limbs or 

reflective dots and video processing



Sounds

• Beeps, bongs, clonks, 
whistles and whirrs

• Used for error indications• Used for error indications

• Confirmation of actions 
e.g. key-click



Touch, taste, smell
• Touch important

– in games … vibration, force feedback
– in simulation … feel of surgical instruments
– called haptic devices– called haptic devices
– recent technology (4 years ago mass-produced)

• Taste, smell
– current technology very limited
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What is “Haptics” ?

• Derived from the Greek ἁπτικός (haptikos), 
means pertaining to the sense of touch

• 5 senses: sight, smell, taste, touch, and • 5 senses: sight, smell, taste, touch, and 
hearing 

• Haptic interfaces Haptics



Haptics – early R&D (1800)

• Ernst Heinrich Weber (1795-1878)
– the results of many of his experiments in De Tactu (“The 

Touch”) in 1834.

– response to weight, temperature, and pressure– response to weight, temperature, and pressure

– determined that there was a threshold of sensation that 
must be passed before an increase in the intensity of any 
stimulus could be perceived

– “Two objects touching the skin simultaneously seem to us 
to be separated by a shorter distance, the lower the tactile 
acuity of the touched parts.”



• First systems developed 
~ 1950’s
– handling radioactive 

materials 

Haptics – early R&D (1950)

• Can provide access to
dangerous environments

• Benefit from natural 
human abilities

slavemasteroperator

[The E1 developed by Goertz at Argonne National Lab]

environment



• Military flight simulators
– skills honing

Haptics – early R&D (1960)

• GE’s Dubbed Hardiman [9]
– exoskeleton
– weighed 1,500 lbs and 

included 28 joints 
– lift up to 1,500 lbs



Haptics – early R&D (1970)

• GROPE Project (1967-’90) 

– a haptic+visual for 6-D force 
fields of interacting protein 
moleculesmolecules

– “haptic-augmented 
interactive systems seem to 
give about a two-fold
performance improvement 
over purely graphical 
interactive systems”

“The Docker” – molecule manipulation



• Computing:
– Improved algorithms
– Improved computing power
– Rich color graphics  and high-quality audio 

Haptics – early R&D (1980)

• 1987 Lederman and Klatzky (1987) summarized 4 
basic procedures for haptic exploration
– lateral motion (stroking) provides information about the 

surface texture of the object
– pressure gives information about how firm the material is
– contour following elicits information on the form of the 

object
– enclosure reflects the volume of the object.



Haptic – R&D 



• Shortcoming in simulation 
products were identified. 

• Graphics and animations looked 
incredibly realistic  however they 
could not convey what it actually 

Haptics – early R&D (1990)

could not convey what it actually 
feels like to break through a venal 
wall with a needle, for example.

• Immersion was founded in 1993
– Video games
– Medical simulators 

(!) still too expensive for public



• Immersion TouchSense® 
technology is incorporated into 
gaming systems (Sony, Microsoft)

• 1,500 Immersion Medical 
simulators have been deployed at 
hospitals and medical schools

Haptics – R&D (2000)

hospitals and medical schools

• (2007) Novint released the Falcon, 
the first consumer 3D touch device

• (2009) University of Tokyo
– 3D holograms that can be 

"touched" through haptic feedback 
using "acoustic radiation" to create 
a pressure sensation on hands.
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Working principle

• Robotic arm that 
tracks position and 
orientation of user’s 
hand.

• Updates position and 

physical 

reference point

• Updates position and 
orientation 
information every ms 
(1KHz)

• Visual representation 
of physical reference 
point within virtual 
application.

virtual 

reference 

point



Hardware
• Falcon – Novint

Phantom Omni
6 DOF l

450 dpi ~ 0.055 mm.

SensAble 

450 dpi ~ 0.055 mm.

Phantom Desktop

Resolution: 1100 dpi ~ 0.023 mm.



Hardware

PHANTOM Premium 1.5/6DOF

Premium 3.0/6DOF Haptic Device



Hardware

Omega 7

Force Dimension

3 active translations
3 passive rotations

1 active grasping 

Omega 3
Omega 7

(!) CHAI3D Libraries



Hardware

Cyber Grasp

Cyber Force



Hardware
• CyberGlove™ instrumented 

glove
– 22 bend sensors
– calibrated for dexterous 

manipulation

Hand tracker

CyberGlove

CyberGrasp

• CyberGrasp™ fingertip force 
feedback
– lightweight exo-skeleton 
– uni-directional force feedback

• Logitech hand tracker
– ultrasonic transducers and sensors
– 6 DOF position and orientation

[CyberGlove and CyberGrasp 
are products of Immersion 
Corporation]



Hardware

Maglev 200™ 
Magnetic Levitation 
Haptic Interface

Butterfly Haptic – magnetic levitation

Butterfly Haptics 



Hardware
Planar 3D

SenseGraphics

Projector based

LCD Based

CRT –
Shutter 
Glasses



Hardware – Visual Volume



Hardware – Medical Sim
1. The LapVR Surgical Simulator

2. AccuTouch® endoscopy Surgical Sim.2. AccuTouch® endoscopy Surgical Sim.

3. CathLabVR System



Hardware – Medical Sim

Gallbladder Surgery
Telepresence



Software
• Modeling and 2D/3D environment 

development:
– Advanced level: OpenGL, C, C++
– Medium level: X3D, Pyton Scripting– Medium level: X3D, Pyton Scripting

• Tactile interaction programming:
– Advanced level: C++, C
– Medium level: H3D, Pyton Scripting



Software
1. Reachin – is a provider of state 

of the art human computer interface 
technology and is the world-leading 
haptic software solution provider. 

2. CHAI 3D – an open source set 2. CHAI 3D – an open source set 
of C++ libraries for computer haptics, 
visualization and  interactive real-
time simulation 



Software
3. Spring – a real-time soft-tissue 

simulation platform for building and running 
surgical  simulators to be used in medical 
education of surgeons. (HAVNET)

4. SOFA – Software for Observing Force-
feedback Algorithms is an aid in debugging feedback Algorithms is an aid in debugging 
haptic algorithms and providing custom haptic 
device implementation. 



Software

5. GIPSI – General Physical Simulation Interface
• an open source/open architecture framework for developing 

organ level surgical simulations.
• facilitate shared development of reusable models
• heterogeneous models of computation
• framework for interfacing multiple heterogeneous models. 
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Applications Domains

• Google in 2006:     446,000 hits for “haptic”. (0.19 seconds)
• Google in 2007:  1,030,000 hits for “haptic”. (0.28 seconds)
• Google in 2008:  1,840,000 hits for “haptic”. (0.27 seconds)

• Medical
– Remote Surgery
– Telementoring/Training 
– Patient Rehabilitation– Patient Rehabilitation



Application Domains

• Entertainment
– Haptic Games ( booming)

• Robotics
– Hazardous Environments

Sculpting

– Hazardous Environments
– Remote Manipulation 

(Telerobotics)

• Education
– Simulation of Abstract 

Concepts

• Academic Research
– Multimodal Environments



Haptics and Dentistry



Simulation Technology in Dental Education

• Mainly in preclinical education

• Aims:
– smoother transition for students into the clinic– smoother transition for students into the clinic
– support and reinforces ergonomics
– broaden the students’ preclinical experience by 

including additional models mimicking real patient 
conditions

– improves the delivery of supporting material such 
as demonstrations, diagrams, manuals etc.



VR Based Simulators
• Reduced maintenance costs

• Automatic assessment => reduces workload on the 
instructor

• Flexibility in providing a large number of simulations • Flexibility in providing a large number of simulations 
using the same hardware

• Haptic skills are particularly difficult to teach, 
because the supervising dentist must resort to 
interactions such as "this area feels like a carious 
lesion.  Do you feel that?" 



DentSim - Virtual reality laboratory at 
the University of Pennsylvania, School 

of Dental Medicine

50-100% as many 
preparations per hour 
compared to a 
traditional lab



DEN-X® Image Guided Implantology

• 3D CT images and live interactive guidance, to ensure 
predictable, safe, precision placement of every dental 
implant.

DenX, http://www.denx.com/DentSim/overview.html, accessed 
5.24.2011/



Novint - Virtual Reality Dental Training 
System

Dental Serious Games

http://home.novint.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=articl
e&id=49&Itemid=118, accessed 5.24.2011



Iowa Dental Surgical Simulator 
• An effective learning 

environment without undue 
fear of mistakes

• Facilitation of repetition

• Control of training variation

• Provision of opportunities to 
quantitatively assess student 
skills

• Avoidance of difficulties in 
recruiting willing subjects to 
serve as live patients. 

Thomas, G., Johnson, L., Dow, S. and Stanford, C., (2001), "Design and Testing of a Force Feedback Dental Simulator," Computer Methods and 
Programs in Biomedicine, 64(1): 53-64 



SensAble - Intellifit

• Digital Restoration System

Sensable – Intellifit, http://www.sensabledental.com/dental-home.htm, 
accessed 5.23.2011.



SenseGraphics

• MOOG Simodont
Dental Trainer

– Advanced control 
technology- high fidelity 
force sensorforce sensor

– Reliability: from very 
high to very delicate 
forces 



SenseGraphics
• Sharp, true size collocated 

visual display

• Full resolution, full stereo 
image projection and mirror 
technologytechnology



DentSim- with Haptics

View using simulator with 
no gingival transparency.

View using simulator with 
gingival transparency.



AR Haptic system for Dental 
Surgical Skills Training

Phattanapon Rhienmora, et al. “Augmented Reality Haptics System for Dental Surgical Skills 
Training” Asian Institute of Technology, VRST 2010, Hong Kong, November 22 – 24, 2010
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Conclusions (1)
• Haptic –Based Simulator Advantages:

– decrease time in preclinical lab but easily allow for mandatory 
refreshment on simulators immediately prior to a student’s first clinical 
experience

– reduce the reliance on patients for certain types of procedures
– a method in which to free preclinical faculty from the demanding and 

burdening constraints of preclinical teaching
– the students are allowed to make errors and are able to practice – the students are allowed to make errors and are able to practice 

procedures as many times as they want at no incremental cost.
– drill into a virtual tooth and feel the different stiffness of different 

anatomical structures.
– consistency and uniformity among preclinical evaluators.

• Haptic –Based Simulator Disadvantages
– additional time investment from both instructors and students
– learning curve
– dedicated space requirement and additional funds (even if costs are 

significantly reduced)
– some minimal maintenance 



Conclusions (2)

• Preliminary results from Columbia University suggest that this 
technology may be more helpful with students who are at the lower 
end of ability in psychomotor skills rather than more gifted students

• Integration of haptic in e-Learning
– is possible  both as cost and technology
– design of haptic e-learning modules is difficult– design of haptic e-learning modules is difficult

• Kind of a “Digital Divide” on haptics currently… but gaming changes 
that rapidly … 

• Network-based (distributed) haptics is possible but strict Quality of 
Service parameters must be maintained.


